
Proclamation 2024 Standards-Alignment Dashboard Training Links and 
Q&A from the Chat 
Links: 
Review and Adoption Breakout Documents: https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-
materials/review-and-adoption-process/review-and-adoption-breakout-documents 

Science ELPS breakouts: https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/files/p2024-elps-breakouts-science.pdf 

Standards-Alignment Dashboard: http://texasresourcereview.org/  

Review and Adoption listserv: https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/TXTEA/subscriber/new  

Proclamation 2024: https://tea.texas.gov/sites/default/files/proclamation-2024.pdf  

Office hours:  https://zoom.us/j/96396416333  

Instructional Materials & Implementation Help Desk Ticket: https://helpdesk.tea.texas.gov/hc/en-
us/requests/new?ticket_form_id=1500001289001  

Exit Ticket: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScoZfYwt4oMIDyGKUWAGxoVM0TRgQ_wJwLIfN0Y6pEDH3
C2Hw/viewform   

 

Questions and Answers: 
Q: ELPS do not apply to chapters 126, 127, and 130 as they are not core subjects? 

A: That is correct, unless the course counts as credit in a foundation subject area. 

Q: Are there any guidelines surrounding what does or does not count as a Narrative instance? For 
example, in a textbook, can a Narrative instance be met in a boxed feature as opposed to running text? 

A: A narrative is anything that allows an opportunity for the teacher to teach or the student to learn the 
component of the student expectation. There are some restrictions on what type of content can be 
cited. For example, you cannot cite content from captions, side bars, or the glossary. 

Q: Question on TEKS coverage... Do you consider them different citations if you need to reference more 
than one page or a page span to fully cover a TEKS/ELPS? 

A: A citation can be multiple sequential pages; however, you are strongly encouraged to keep them as 
narrow as possible. 

Q: Can component and product ISBNs be the same? 

A: No, each ISBN must be unique. 

Q: Can multiple users from one publisher log in at the same time? 

A: Yes. 
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Q: When can we expect to receive log in credentials for the TRR website? 

A: You will receive a login once you have submitted your company info form and statement of intent to 
bid. 

Q: As a company do we share log in or does each user need their own? 

A: Each person should have a unique log in. We will add the primary contact from your SOITB, and that 
individual can add others. 

Q: If the pages are not sequential, is each page or each page span considered a separate citation? 

A: Yes, if the pages are not sequential, they are likely separate citations. We are happy to look at an 
example to be sure. 

Q: Can a citation be used more than once to cover different breakouts? 

A: Yes, one citation may be appropriate for multiple breakouts. 

Q: Can you give an example of a Component Title (besides Test Component)?  What should be indicated 
in the Component Title? 

A: The component title is the actual name of the component. For example, Principles of Food Science - 
Online Student Center or HMH Go Math Texas Online Teacher Digital Management Center. 

Q: If the program is offered to school free of charge, does that matter? 

A: No. The process is the same even if the program is offered for free. 

Q: We are a digital company creating online resources. How would we handle page numbers when there 
really aren't any? For example, a narrative we've started is a slide deck.  Would we say slide 2 is page 2? 
And for a one pager (fills the screen the student is looking at) activity do we say question 3 is like page 
3? 

A: We may need to see your product to provide an answer. 

Q: How do we request a meeting to review of how to best document page numbers for a digital 
product? 

A: To request a meeting, please submit an Instructional Materials & Implementation Help Desk ticket. 

Q: Can you show a HS example in CTE ie; Engineering Design? 

A:  We are using a dev server for the demo. I am not sure we have all the course standards loaded there, 
but all courses are navigated in the same way. 

Q: In ELPS alignment, do the student citations count as Teacher citations as with the TEKS? 

A: Yes, student citations always count as teacher citations. 

Q: If we are entering our preliminary citations on the dashboard, does that mean we cannot start 
entering correlations for the rest of our product until we receive feedback from our preliminary ones? 
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A: We do not recommend entering additional citations until you have received feedback on your 
preliminary citations. 

Q: How soon can we expect feedback from the preliminary citations? 

A: It usually takes us two weeks to review all submissions. 

Q: Is preliminary correlations for 3 SEs requested for just 1 course, or for each submitted course? 

A: Just one course 

Q: Just to clarify - if it is a digital material, we do not need to purchase ISBN but can use a URL and/or 
unique identifier for each component? 

A: No, everything requires an ISBN. 

Q: Will there be a webinar indicating requirements for the Evaluation of the quality of Instructions 
materials by a third-party vendor? 

A: Yes, we will host a separate TRR webinar. 

Q: So Final correlations are not due by April 10? 

A: Correct. Correlations for batch 1 courses are due 5/8/23 and due for batch 2 on 6/26/23. You can see 
the complete list of courses for each deadline in the proclamation. 

Please subscribe to the Review and Adoption listserv to stay informed on any proclamation-related 
news. https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/TXTEA/subscriber/new  
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